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21 June 2021 
 
Dear Clifton Parents and Guardians 
 
For those of you more familiar with our campus, you may be aware of the magnificent Gingko Biloba specimen 
which stands near the swimming pool, adjacent to the Dream Tree. Google will tell you that extracts from the Gingko 
(also known as the Maidenhair tree) can evidently be used for improving cognitive function in healthy people, 
although I am not entirely sure this is the primary reason for it having been planted… or was it? Be that as it may, I 
am reliably informed that, some time ago, the Gingko tree at Clifton was adjudged to have been the best example of 
the tree after the specimen found at Kirstenbosch Gardens. Our tree has just turned the most beautiful yellow, with 
its leaves now starting to fall. It is a great pity that these leaves now lie unplayed in… the campus is very quiet 
without your children. 
 
By now you will hopefully have had a chance to reflect upon their reports with your children. In our final assembly 
the analogy of the term having been a race was shared with your children. Not a flat sprint, but more of a middle-
distance event. The thing with races is that we all arrive at the starting line with an array of emotions. Some are filled 
with anticipation, some with definite aspirations and some, like myself at the start of a Father’s Race at Sports Day, 
with a sense of impending doom! (The truth is that I don’t even let my own nose run these days, let alone my lower 
limbs.) Moving swiftly on (sorry!)… Once that starter’s pistol has fired we all start strongly, moving off at varying 
speeds, although hopefully in roughly the same direction. The same is true at Clifton. We know that our children go 
along at different rates, having lined up at the start with varying goals and ambitions. The focus needs to be upon 
momentum. When you go through your children’s reports, please assist us in highlighting the positives. Your children 
are champions in their own right. More importantly, and in keeping with our ethos of growing children, please would 
you help your children to set realistic, attainable goals for the remaining months? We can all improve in some way! 
Please help to make the finish to their year as fulfilling as possible. It may be worth reflecting on the wisdom of 
William Temple, who wrote that the most influential of all educational factors is the conversation in a child’s home.  
 
Back to trees. It was with great sadness that the Clifton family bid farewell to Mrs Elani Visser and Mrs Gill Bissett at 
the end of term. Both ladies have dedicated years of their lives to growing the children fortunate enough to have 
passed through their hands. Mrs Visser, her husband, Ranku, and their children, Johanné and Ruan, will be moving 
into the farming circles of Dundee. Mrs Gill Bissett will begin her well-deserved retirement. It was only fitting that 
each lady should continue their legacy at Clifton somehow. Planting a tree in Top Woods seemed the most natural 
way to ensure this. We will be tending to the ladies’ trees and ensuring that they are appreciated and nurtured in 
the same fashion Mrs Visser and Mrs Bissett cared for their charges over the years.    
   
In growth of a different kind, our cricket coaches began their Level 1 Cricket coaching qualification just as campus 
began to empty. Facilitated by the KZN Dolphins, the skills learnt are sure to benefit your children. To spur the 
coaches on, the course (held in the Sacco Pavilion) had the hum of earthmoving machinery in the background – work 
has begun on expanding and upgrading the cricket nets near the Pavilion to become a battery of 5 nets. Watch this 
space! 
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Polocrosse news 
Tristan van der Walt and Chloe Hatch (Class of 2020) represented South Africa v Zimbabwe at polocrosse this past 
weekend. Not only did they win the series 2-1 but Chloe was also voted “best number 1” of the series too. 
 
Covid-19 
With the alarming increase in infections in our country, please could we respectfully remind you to be mindful of 
exposing your children to the risk of infection over the next few weeks? The fact that we are now on holiday does 
not prevent Covid-19 from spreading… it may be the opposite. The habits of mask-wearing, social distancing and 
regular sanitising dare not be ‘unlearnt’. Continued safety and protection is a communal responsibility. Clifton is 
proud of the fact that our protocols and measures in place have protected us, but the reality is that Covid-19 is still 
with us.   
 
Mr Prinsloo 
We were very pleased to have a Covid-19 negative Mr Eswee Prinsloo on campus last week. Having had a Covid-19 
test prior to his arrival it was with pride that we were able to share the campus with Mr Prinsloo and learn more of 
his vision for the school in the years ahead. With his arrival now less than two months away, we eagerly await his 
hand on the wheel as he takes Clifton forward. Mr and Mrs Prinsloo’s son, Christiaan, will be joining the Grade 6 
cohort, and their daughters, Ilani and Anje, enrolling at St Anne’s.  
 
The holidays are now officially upon us! We trust you will enjoy the time with your precious children and set out to 
make memories for a lifetime in the weeks ahead. Clifton thanks you for your support in all we do. 
 
Stay safe! 
 
Kind regards    

  
 
 
 

PETER QUINN 
ACTING HEAD 
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“Some spontaneous moments captured on campus…  
our very own Gingko Tree” 

 “Mrs Lisa Abbott enjoying being outside  
whilst working on reports.”

“Sebastian Negri (Old Cliftonian) and his father, Janusz 
after Benetton Treviso’s 35-8 win over the Bulls in the 
final of the Rainbow Cup in Treviso, Italy.                                                                                                                                     
It was also Sebastian’s 50th cap for Benetton.”   “Mr Eswee Prinsloo and Mr Pete Quinn” 
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Mr Gary Mortimer writes: 
Online safety and reputation management is a thorny subject that cannot be ignored. The recent ban for England 
cricketer Ollie Robinson based on comments he had made online aged 16 underlines this.  
Grade 7 children have finished the term well and are to be congratulated on completing a Google Digital Citizenship 
and Safety Course. It is a topic we spend a great deal of time on in STEAM.  

This course is designed for teachers and students to learn how they can help create a safe and positive experience 
online. If you would like to try it for yourself you will find it here: 
https://skillshop.exceedlms.com/student/path/61213-digital-citizenship-and-safety-course 

Younger students (Grade 4 up) learn through Interland which has classroom lessons to support the associated 
game:  https://beinternetawesome.withgoogle.com/en_us/interland  

Universities are increasingly using social media screening for applicants. This is not sorted by hand, posts are 
machine-read, all the horrible language added up and a score is given - truly judging a book by its cover. Generally, 
eight years’ worth of data is used, so what is said in Grade 7 to12 will be part of our children's score until they are 21 
to 26. 

Some light reading here: 

https://www.whatuni.com/advice/applying-to-uni/how-to-clean-up-your-social-media-before-applying-to-
university/68888/ 

Well done again Grade 7 I enjoy our spirited discussions around the subject.  

Remember the best way of not having to scramble to clean up your social media accounts is by not putting damaging 
data there in the first place!  

 

 

 

https://skillshop.exceedlms.com/student/path/61213-digital-citizenship-and-safety-course
https://beinternetawesome.withgoogle.com/en_us/interland
https://www.whatuni.com/advice/applying-to-uni/how-to-clean-up-your-social-media-before-applying-to-university/68888/
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Miss Tayla Strachan writes: 
On Thursday morning we left Clifton for our second overnight adventure. There was much excitement, despite the 
freezing weather. As we arrived, the children found their beds in the converted horse stables and met their 
facilitators from Roselands. We were treated to homemade cookies and some juice before we set off to do the much 
anticipated obstacle course. The icy winds did not stop these Grade 1 Cliftonians from mastering the various 
challenging skills on the course. Next came the climbing wall which, in true brave heart spirit, every child attempted. 
The afternoon got even colder as the snow fell on the berg. That was when we decided it was best to head back 
indoors. All the children had warm showers and got into their snuggly winter pyjamas. After a delicious dinner and 
malva pudding, they sat in the warm hall, next to a huge fire. Playing and building with blocks was great fun and a 
wonderful end to a busy day, before settling down for bed time.  

Morning came with a frosty start and we set off on a long 
walk to learn about the golden kiwi fruit. There was much 
enthusiasm on the walk as the children knew that they 
had a daring activity awaiting them at the icy waters of 
the dam. The children were quick into life jackets and in 
no time at all, were ready to face the challenge of 
keeping dry in the canoes. Many firsts were conquered 
and they certainly deserved their lunch and cupcake at 
the end of the busy morning. 
 
All too soon it was time to find all our muddy clothes and 

head back to school with our tired, but very happy, super 

stars.  The children must again be commended on their 

behaviour whilst away. They truly were resilient, wonderful 

little ambassadors for Clifton and all that we stand for. 
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Mrs Lauren Menton writes: 
Our Clifton Equestrians were at it again last weekend. 
They competed in the Treverton Equestrian Centre 
Show. We had 11 children compete in the show. The 
Dressage Classes were held on Friday afternoon and the 
results were as follows:  
Prelim 1 test  
1st Claire Beckermann  
2nd Grace Ratsey 
Prelim test 2 
1st Claire Beckermann 
Novice test 1  
1st Esther Van Eeden 
2nd Jess Gifford 
Novice test 2  
1st Esther Van Eeden 
 
Saturday was the showjumping classes, Ryland Grimaldi, 
Robyn Glutz and Jordan Reeve were doing 
an away show for the first time as 
Clifton Equestrians they all rode well and 
are excited for the next show. 
Their results were as follows: 
30cm & 40cm Clear Round 
Robyn Glutz and Petru Van Eeden  
50cm Class  
1st Gemma Worst  
3rd Petru Van Eeden  
60cm Class 
1st Esther Van Eeden 
2nd Jess Gifford 
70cm Class 
2nd Esther Van Eeden  
80cm Class 
1st Esther Van Eeden 
 
On Sunday the children competed in 
Arena Eventing which is a 
combination of showjumping and 
cross country jumping. The results 
were as follows: 
65cm Arena Eventing 
1st Gemma Worst 
3rd Esther Van Eeden  
4th Jess Gifford  
 
 
 
All outstanding results for our 
Clifton Equestrian Centre! 
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“We are so fortunate to have this gentleman, Mr Justice Majola 
as our Housemaster and ‘father figure’ for our boarders.”

 


